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Abstract: For many manufacturers, hybridization represents an attractive solution for reducing the
energy consumption of their vehicles. However, electrification offers a wide range of possibilities for
implementing powertrain concepts. The concepts can differ regarding their mechanical complexity
and the required power of the electrical machines. In this article, drive concepts that differ in their
functionality and drive train topology are compared. Based on requirements for the C, D, and E
segment, the mechanical and electrical effort of the concepts is analyzed. The results show that the
mechanical effort in the C segment can be reduced as long as the electrical effort is increased. In
case of higher vehicle segments, the electrical effort can increase considerably, making concepts with
increased mechanical complexity more suitable. The driving performance and efficiency in hybrid
operation are evaluated via simulation. The results show that the difference of acceleration times
in hybrid operation between a charged and discharged battery is lower for mechanically complex
concepts. At the same time, they achieve lower CO2 emissions. Therefore, these concepts represent a
better compromise regarding performance and efficiency. Despite lower transmission efficiencies in
hybrid operation, they achieve conversion qualities similar to simpler concepts and lower emissions
with lower electrical effort.

Keywords: dedicated hybrid transmission; benchmarking; hybrid electric vehicle; efficiency; topology
optimization; drive train optimization; powertrain concepts

1. Introduction

To reduce the energy consumption, electrification of the drive train represents a suitable solution.
Since one or more electric machines (EM) can be integrated into the drive train at different positions,
a large number of possible drive concepts for hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) can be realized. The
possible drive trains differ in their characteristics and operating modes. On the one hand, powertrains
of conventional vehicles can be electrified, resulting in comparatively complex mechanical concepts.
On the other hand, it is possible to implement transmissions that are dedicated for use in HEV and
have a much simpler design.

Due to this diversity, the question which kinds of drive train concepts represent suitable solutions
in which vehicle segment needs to be answered. It is of interest to be able to make a statement whether
the mechanical effort of a transmission can be reduced in low vehicle segments without having to
accept a loss of driving performance or efficiency. At the same time, the question should be answered
whether higher vehicle segments require an increase in the mechanical complexity of the transmission.
The aim of this article is to answer these questions. A detailed analysis regarding the influence of
multi-speed transmissions on various basic dedicated hybrid transmission (DHT) concepts is carried
out by [1]. However, coaxial multi-mode DHT (MM-DHT) with several planetary gear sets (PGS),
which enable parallel as well as power-split operating modes, are not included in the considerations.

For these reasons, this article compares drive train concepts with different mechanical and electrical
complexity. Several add-on concepts as well as DHT are considered. Furthermore, similar concepts
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with different mechanical complexity are analyzed. Based on equal driving performance requirements
for all concepts, it is shown which EM power is necessary to meet the requirements for plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles (PHEV) in the C, D, and E segments. The results confirm the correlation between
the concept’s mechanical and electrical complexity identified by [1]. They show that a reduction
of the mechanical complexity is only possible in connection with a simultaneous increase of the
electrical power. Based on the results, it can be derived which concepts can be used in which segment.
Furthermore, characteristic properties of the considered concepts are derived.

Within the scope of a concept comparison for vehicles in the C segment, the concepts are evaluated
regarding their efficiency in hybrid operation and driving performance. Apart from these factors,
especially costs for mechanical and electrical components as well as the necessary installation space
have a major influence on the concept decision. However, the costs depend on the quantities of
produced transmissions. In addition, they may be influenced by using existing components from either
previous or other vehicle models so that the costs of a powertrain concept are manufacturer-specific.
Furthermore, not every component is produced by vehicle manufacturers so that the transmission
costs also depend on the suppliers. To assess the required installation space, a detailed design of the
transmission is necessary. Therefore, the mechanical components such as gears, bearings, shafts, and
the transmission housing need to be dimensioned regarding worst-case scenarios, which are unknown
for new concepts in early development phases and can only be estimated. In addition, the available
installation space depends on a specific vehicle model. In early concept phases, it is unknown in which
segment or vehicle a powertrain concept will be used. Considering the legislation, it can be expected
that the energy consumption of vehicles needs to be reduced even further in the future. Thus, it is a
major influencing factor when comparing powertrain concepts. For these reasons, this paper focuses
on efficiency and driving performance.

The results show that concepts with high mechanical effort offer a good compromise between
driving performance and efficiency. The advantage of these concepts is that in hybrid operation there
are minor differences in acceleration times when the battery can be discharged or needs to be charged.
If the concepts are simpler, a higher share of the power of the internal combustion engine (ICE) must
be transmitted via the EM, resulting in higher losses and thus lower driving performance.

2. Drive Train Concepts

In this article, different powertrain concepts for hybrid vehicles are compared. The topologies
differ considerably regarding their structure, the number of EM, the power flows occurring in the drive
train and the operating modes. The mechanical and electrical complexity of the concepts is another
important distinguishing feature.

Hybrid powertrains can be divided into two main categories. In addition to so-called add-on
hybrids based on conventional powertrains, this article examines DHT especially designed for use in
hybrid vehicles. Furthermore, hybrid drive trains can be divided into parallel hybrids, series-parallel
hybrids, power-split hybrids, and multi-mode DHT (MM-DHT).

2.1. Parallel Hybrid Concepts

Due to their high market share, two parallel hybrids are analyzed in this article. They are based on
a conventional drive train and differ with respect to the positioning and the number of EM. In addition
to the P2 topology, explained in Section 2.1.1, a P1P4 topology, shown in Section 2.1.2, with two EM is
investigated. In both concepts, an 8-speed transmission with a wet dual-clutch is used.

2.1.1. P2 HEV

The drive train topology of a P2 hybrid is shown in Figure 1. In this configuration, an EM is
positioned between the ICE and the transmission. Furthermore, there is a separating clutch between
EM and ICE, so that the ICE can be disconnected from the drive train. Thus, the vehicle can be driven
either electrically without ICE drag losses or by the combustion engine solely or in hybrid mode.
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The transmission of this add-on topology is a wet 8-speed dual-clutch transmission (DCT). 
Consequently, it offers eight hybrid and eight electric driving modes. 

Since P2 HEV are based on conventional drive trains, they are characterized by a high number 
of mechanical components compared to other concepts considered in this paper. To estimate and 
compare the mechanical effort of different concepts, the number of relevant mechanical components 
can be totaled. In the P2 HEV from Figure 1, the relevant components include the double clutch at 
the transmission input, the separating clutch between ICE and EM, the final drive (FD) at the front 
axle and the eight gears. This results in a total mechanical effort of 11. 

2.1.2. P1P4 HEV 

Apart from P2 HEV, vehicles with an electrified rear axle, so-called P4 hybrids, show a high 
market share. Thus, a parallel hybrid with an electrified rear axle is investigated in this paper, see 
Figure 2. To enable battery charge at standstill and to start the ICE quickly and comfortably while 
driving, the drive train additionally comprises an electric motor between ICE and transmission. 
Since there is no disconnect clutch, electric driving is only possible by using the rear axle. 
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Figure 2. P1P4 drive train topology. 

Because of the positioning of the electric motor on the rear axle, the P1P4 topology offers 
temporary all-wheel drive. To avoid over-speeding of the rear electric motor, a disconnect device is 
installed between the EM and the reduction gear on the rear axle. The concept comprises the same 
8-speed DCT as the P2 HEV concept. It offers an electric driving mode and 16 hybrid modes since 
the vehicle can be driven in eight gears with or without the rear axle. 

Similar to the P2 hybrid, the P1P4 hybrid has a high mechanical complexity. Both the eight 
gears of the transmission and the FD on the front axle are identical to the P2 concept. Differences 
result from the fact that there is no separating clutch between the ICE and the P1 EM and that the EM 

Figure 1. P2 drive train topology.

The transmission of this add-on topology is a wet 8-speed dual-clutch transmission (DCT).
Consequently, it offers eight hybrid and eight electric driving modes.

Since P2 HEV are based on conventional drive trains, they are characterized by a high number
of mechanical components compared to other concepts considered in this paper. To estimate and
compare the mechanical effort of different concepts, the number of relevant mechanical components
can be totaled. In the P2 HEV from Figure 1, the relevant components include the double clutch at the
transmission input, the separating clutch between ICE and EM, the final drive (FD) at the front axle
and the eight gears. This results in a total mechanical effort of 11.

2.1.2. P1P4 HEV

Apart from P2 HEV, vehicles with an electrified rear axle, so-called P4 hybrids, show a high
market share. Thus, a parallel hybrid with an electrified rear axle is investigated in this paper, see
Figure 2. To enable battery charge at standstill and to start the ICE quickly and comfortably while
driving, the drive train additionally comprises an electric motor between ICE and transmission. Since
there is no disconnect clutch, electric driving is only possible by using the rear axle.
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Figure 2. P1P4 drive train topology.

Because of the positioning of the electric motor on the rear axle, the P1P4 topology offers temporary
all-wheel drive. To avoid over-speeding of the rear electric motor, a disconnect device is installed
between the EM and the reduction gear on the rear axle. The concept comprises the same 8-speed DCT
as the P2 HEV concept. It offers an electric driving mode and 16 hybrid modes since the vehicle can be
driven in eight gears with or without the rear axle.

Similar to the P2 hybrid, the P1P4 hybrid has a high mechanical complexity. Both the eight gears
of the transmission and the FD on the front axle are identical to the P2 concept. Differences result from
the fact that there is no separating clutch between the ICE and the P1 EM and that the EM is connected
to a second FD at the rear axle via a reduction gear with a disconnect device. This results in a higher
mechanical effort of 13 compared to the P2 HEV.
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2.2. Series-Parallel DHT

Another topology suitable for HEV is the powertrain shown in Figure 3. On the one hand, it
enables a serial operating mode in which there is no mechanical connection between the ICE and the
wheel, and the EM can transmit the power electrically. On the other hand, the ICE and the wheel can
be connected by closing a separating clutch so that the ICE drives the vehicle at higher wheel powers.
When the clutch is open, an electrical mode is possible. The shift matrix of the concept is shown in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Shift matrix of series-parallel DHT.

Operating Mode C

Electric
Parallel •

Serial hybrid

The series-parallel concept differs greatly from the other concepts in this article in terms of its
design, operating modes, and mechanical complexity.

The mechanically relevant components include the two reduction gears, the separating clutch and
the FD, so that the mechanical effort of 4 is lower compared with most other concepts.

2.3. Power-Split DHT Concepts

In addition to add-on hybrids, the Toyota Prius’ power-split hybrid drive system has established
itself on the market. In addition to a variant known from the Prius, a drive system based on the same
concept and supplemented by a 4-speed transmission is considered. This allows determination of the
influence of increased mechanical complexity on Power-Split-DHT (PS-DHT).

2.3.1. Power-Split DHT

An important DHT concept with a high market share is the power-split concept introduced by
Toyota in 1997. In this paper, the transmission structure of the 4th generation of Toyota’s power-split
concept, introduced in [2], is investigated. The drive train structure is shown in Figure 4.

The most important component of the transmission is a PGS. The ICE is connected to the planet
carrier C. One EM is connected to the sun gear S and one to the ring gear R. The EM connected to the
ring gear is connected to the driven axle via a reduction gear. Furthermore, a one-way clutch (OWC)
is connected to the PGS so that the vehicle can be driven by both EM in electric driving. Without
the OWC, EM1 would need to be controlled so that the planet carrier would be stationary to turn off

the ICE.
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Figure 4. PS-DHT drive train topology with planetary gear set—R: ring gear, C: planet carrier, S: sun 
gear. 

Apart from electric driving, the PS-DHT offers a hybrid mode with a continuously variable gear 
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sun gear.

Apart from electric driving, the PS-DHT offers a hybrid mode with a continuously variable gear
ratio. This can be realized by controlling the speed of EM1 so that the mode can also be called electronic
continuously variable transmission (eCVT) mode. In this operating mode, the speed and torque of the
ICE can be chosen freely.

The concept is comparatively simple regarding the mechanical effort. In addition to the planetary
gear set, the relevant components include the OWC, the reduction gear for EM2 and the FD. This
results in a mechanical effort of 4.

2.3.2. Power-Split DHT with 4-Speed Transmission

The PS-DHT structure can be combined with a 4-speed transmission. A similar concept is
introduced in [3,4]. Figure 5 shows a modified structure with an OWC between ICE and the planet
carrier so that both EM can operate during electric driving. The 4-speed transmission is positioned
between EM2 and the FD so that the speed of EM2 and the ring gear can be changed. Thus, it influences
the power flow between the energy converters but does not add an output-split or compound-split
operating mode. Instead, four input-split eCVT modes and four electric driving modes can be selected.
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The 4-speed transmission consists of two PGS and four shifting elements. By controlling two
clutches C1 and C2 and two brakes B1 and B2, four gear ratios can be selected. The shift matrix is
shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Shift matrix of PS-DHT with 4-speed transmission.

Operating Mode OWC B1 B2 C1 C2

eCVT 1st • •

eCVT 2nd • •

eCVT 3rd • •

eCVT 4th • •

electric 1st • • •

electric 2nd • • •

electric 3rd • • •

electric 4th • • •

Compared to the PS-DHT without the 4-speed transmission, the powertrain is more complex. The
increased mechanical effort directly results from the 4-speed transmission. For the quantification of the
mechanical effort, three PGS, 5 shifting elements and the FD must be taken into account. Thus, the
mechanical complexity can be estimated with 9.

2.4. Multi-Mode DHT Concepts

MM-DHT represent another category of hybrid transmission. They differ from PS-DHT since they
do not only have an input-split eCVT mode in addition to electrical operation, but also offer additional
functions. Depending on the structure of the concepts, several parallel or additional power-split modes,
such as compound-split modes, can be implemented. This paper analyzes two concepts that are used in
production vehicles. These include the concept from the second-generation Chevrolet Volt, introduced
in [5] and the concept from the Cadillac CT6 PHEV, introduced in [6]. The influence of increased
mechanical complexity compared to the basic concept can also be determined for the MM-DHT.

2.4.1. Multi-Mode-DHT with two PGS

Figure 6 shows the structure of the MM-DHT with two PGS and two active shifting elements. The
concept shown, corresponds to the drive system of the Chevrolet Volt 2, see [5]. The ICE is connected
to the ring gear of the first PGS and can drive the vehicle. The sun gears of the PGS are each connected
to EM, while the planet carriers form a common output. The sun gear of the first PGS can be connected
to the second one via a clutch C. In addition, the ring gear of the second PGS can be stationary, when
brake B is actuated. With the PGS and three shifting elements, the concept enables two electric, two
power-split, and one parallel operating mode. The corresponding shift matrix is shown in Table 3.
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S: sun gear.
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Table 3. Shift matrix of MM-DHT with two PGS.

Operating Mode OWC B C

eCVT 1st •

parallel mode • •

eCVT 2nd •

electric 1st • •

electric 2nd •

In mode eCVT 1st there is an input-split power flow while in mode eCVT 2nd there is a
compound-split power flow. The shift matrix in Table 3 shows that in mode electric 1st both EM can
drive the vehicle, while in mode electric 2nd only EM2 can operate.

With the two PGS, three shifting elements and the axle drive, the mechanical effort for the concept
can be quantified to 6. This results in a complexity between the PS-DHT and the PS-DHT with
4-speed transmission.

2.4.2. Multi-Mode-DHT with three PGS

An extension of the MM-DHT with two PGS is the MM-DHT with three PGS, see Figure 7. Up to
the third PGS, the design is identical. The drive system is derived from the Cadillac CT6 PHEV, see [6].
The planet carrier of the first two PGS no longer forms the transmission output but is connected to the
sun gear of the third PGS. The EM2 is connected to the ring gear of the third PGS via a clutch C2. The
ring gear R is stationary when brake B2 is actuated. The output is the planet carrier of the third PGS.
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Figure 7. Drive train topology of MM-DHT with three planetary gear sets—R: ring gear, C: planet
carrier, S: sun gear.

With the three PGS and five shifting elements, 11 operating modes can be implemented. These
include four electrical operating modes in which either one or both EM can operate. In addition, four
eCVT modes are available in which either an input-split or compound-split power transmission occurs.
In addition, three parallel modes with a constant gear ratio between ICE and wheel can be selected.
The shift matrix of the concept is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Shift matrix of MM-DHT with three PGS.

Operating Mode OWC B1 B2 C1 C2

electric 1st • • •

electric 2nd • • •

electric 3rd • • •

electric 4th • • •

eCVT 1st • •

parallel 1st • • •

eCVT 2nd • •

parallel 2nd • • •

eCVT 3rd • •

parallel 3rd • • •

eCVT 4th • •

Compared to the MM-DHT with two PGS, the MM-DHT with three PGS is more complex. An
additional PGS and two additional shifting elements increase the mechanical complexity from 6 to 9.

3. Vehicle Parameters

One aim of this paper is to show that there is a connection between the total electrical power
required to meet the driving performance requirements and the mechanical effort of a concept. For this
purpose, the three high-volume vehicle segments C, D, and E are considered. For all concepts, equal
driving performance requirements are defined within a segment. Table 5 shows the vehicle parameters
of the three segments.

Table 5. Vehicle parameters for C, D, and E segment vehicle.

Parameter Unit C Segment D Segment E Segment

mass kg 1600 1700 1900
max. additional load kg 500 550 650

frontal area m2 2.2 2.2 2.35
drag coefficient - 0.27 0.26 0.25

rolling resistance coefficient - 8 × 10−3

residual braking force N 40 40 45
wheelbase m 2.65 2.8 2.95

weight distribution front to
rear, empty vehicle % 60:40 60:40 50:50

weight distribution front to
rear, loaded vehicle % 50:50 50:50 45:55

center of gravity height m 0.5
wheel radius m 0.31 0.32 0.32

max. power of ICE kW 100 150 225
driven axle - front front rear

battery capacity kWh 10 10 10

This paper examines concepts suitable for use in PHEV. For this reason, typical vehicle parameters
are defined. The vehicle mass of the C segment is assumed 1600 kg. It increases to 1700 kg for the
D segment and 1900 kg for the E segment. The maximum payload in the C segment is 500 kg, 550
kg in the D segment and 650 kg in the E segment. The wheelbase increases from 2.65 m for the C
segment over 2.8 m in the D segment to 2.95 m in the E segment. Another important parameter is
the center of gravity of the vehicles. In the unloaded case, the vehicles in the C and D segments are
front-loaded with a weight distribution of 60:40, while the vehicle in the E segment has a balanced
weight distribution. If the vehicles are loaded by their maximum payload, the center of gravity of the
vehicle changes. In case of the C and D segments, a balanced weight distribution results. The vehicle
of the E segment has a weight distribution of 45:55 when fully loaded.
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Another important difference between the segments is the maximum power of the ICE. For the
C segment vehicle, a naturally aspirated engine with a maximum output of 100 kW is considered.
The D segment is based on a supercharged engine with 150 kW, while the E segment is based on a
supercharged engine with a maximum power of 225 kW. For all concepts within a segment, the equal
combustion engine is used to determine the effects of a certain drive train structure on important
properties such as performance and efficiency. It should be noted that it is neglected that the ICE can
be optimized for some concepts.

As the reference vehicle is a PHEV and there are no requirements for the electrical range, the
battery capacity is 10 kWh.

The driven axle also influences the driving performance requirements. In the C and D segments,
the vehicles are front-wheel-drive (FWD) and in the E segment rear-wheel-drive (RWD).

The residual brake force describes an additional driving resistance resulting from residual braking
torques of the wheel brake and wheel bearing friction.

4. Driving Performance Requirements

In hybrid drive trains, multiple energy storages and energy converters are present. Depending
on their interaction, the power available on the wheel may vary. Therefore, several drive train states
should be taken into account when defining driving performance requirements. According to [1],
there can be several ways in which the energy can be provided by either the battery or the ICE in
case of HEV. In this article, three corresponding states are taken into account when defining driving
performance requirements. In hybrid mode, the battery can either be charged by the ICE or provide
additional power to drive the vehicle. In addition to hybrid operation, it is also possible to define
driving performance requirements for electrical operation. The power available at the wheel varies
as a result of the power provided by the energy converters. This is shown in Figure 8 for different
drive states.
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The number of defined driving performance requirements should be as low as possible to be
able to consider many possible variants within a parameter variation. At the same time, it needs
to be ensured that a sufficient number of driving situations, i.e., tractive forces at a certain speed,
are taken into account. Therefore, there is a conflict between the number of requirements and the
required computation time. In this paper, driving performance requirements for different drive states
are defined at a small number of vehicle speeds, so that there are several requirements per drive state
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in order to keep the computing time as short as possible. The requirements are distributed over the
entire speed range of the vehicle to ensure that the resulting delivery maps contain realistic driving
situations. It should be noted that the specified driving performance requirements represent minimum
requirements, which all variants of each concept must meet. The requirements within one segment are
the same for all concepts to enable a fair comparison. In addition, the designed concepts may exceed
the minimum requirements. Table 6 summarizes the requirements.

Table 6. Drive train state specific driving performance requirements for C, D, and E segment vehicle.

Drive Train State Parameter Unit C Segment D Segment E Segment

Hybrid operation,
battery discharging

traction force limit
loaded vehicle

v ≤ 10 km/h
- yes yes Yes

power at ICE level due to
boosting at v = 80 km/h kW 100 + 40 150 + 50 225 + 60

max. speed km/h 200 225 250

Hybrid operation,
battery charging

traction force limit
loaded vehicle

v ≤ 10 km/h
- yes yes yes

power at ICE level due to
charging at v = 80 km/h kW 100–10 150–10 225–20

max. speed km/h 200 225 250

Electric driving

traction force limit
loaded vehicle

v ≤ 10 km/h
- yes yes yes

t60-100/a(v = 80 km/h) s 6 5 4

max. speed km/h 135 145 160

It should be noted that the requirements in hybrid operation for charging or discharging the battery refer to the
transmission input. The requirement at wheel level is calculated for a powertrain efficiency of 90%.

In hybrid operation, when the battery is discharged, all variants, irrespective of the segment, must
reach the traction force limit of the fully loaded vehicle in a speed range up to at least 10 km/h to ensure
sufficient gradeability. In all DHT concepts considered, one of the EM is responsible for providing
sufficient torque on wheel level until the traction force limit is reached. Since EM can deliver their
maximum torque over a wider speed range, there are delivery maps in which the traction force limit is
reached at speeds higher than 10 km/h. It is, therefore, sufficient to require the concepts to reach the
traction force limit at least in a speed range between 0 km/h and 10 km/h.

For the medium speed range at 80 km/h, it is required that the variants must achieve a certain
traction force. To be able to quantify this traction force, ICE operation without discharging the battery
is the starting point. For hybrid operation with battery discharge, a boost power is defined that must
be applied in addition to the maximum ICE power. For vehicles in the C segment, 140 kW of power
must be available at the transmission input. This power results from a nominal ICE power of 100 kW
in combination with a boost power of 40 kW. Taking into account a drive train efficiency of 90%, the
necessary power or traction force can thus be calculated at wheel level. For the other segments, there is
a differentiation due to a higher ICE maximum power as well as a higher boost power.

To define a driving performance requirement in the higher speed range and to limit the demand
map of the vehicles, the variants in the C segment are required to achieve a maximum speed of 200
km/h in hybrid operation when the battery is discharged. In the D and E segment, the maximum speed
is 225 km/h and 250 km/h, respectively.

In addition to discharging the battery, hybrid operation while charging the battery is a relevant
drive train state since less power is available on the wheel. The approach to determine the corresponding
tractive force is identical to hybrid operation while discharging the battery. The only difference is that
no additional power is provided, but is reserved for charging the battery. In the C and D segment, a
reserve of 10 kW is defined, while in the E segment the maximum ICE power is reduced by 20 kW.
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This does not mean that the battery is charged with the specified power, but takes into account the fact
that some concepts in eCVT mode or serial mode require the battery to be charged in a certain speed
range, resulting in increased losses. In the driving performance calculation of the simulation model,
see Section 5, no charging power of the battery is specified. The model only ensures a negative battery
power. In hybrid operation while charging the battery, the requirements are identical to the drive train
state in which the battery is discharged.

It is characteristic for PHEV that they can achieve higher distances in electrical operation due
to their battery capacity. Compared to mild or full hybrids, the driving performance requirements
for electrical operation are therefore becoming more important. For the vehicles of all segments, it
is specified that they must reach the traction force limit when the vehicle is fully loaded. The only
exception is the P1P4 topology with an electric all-wheel drive. In electric operation, this vehicle would
have RWD and would therefore offer a considerably higher traction potential than vehicles with FWD
in the C and D segment. This would lead to significantly higher tractive forces required for electrical
operation and would contradict a fair comparison of concepts. Therefore, the variants of the P1P4
topology are required to reach the traction force limit of a FWD vehicle in electrical operation.

To define a driving performance requirement in the medium speed range, an acceleration
time from 60 km/h to 100 km/h is used as a distinguishing feature. It is assumed that below 60
km/h there are minor differences regarding the acceleration time between different vehicle segments.
Therefore, the acceleration time between 60 km/h and 100 km/h can be used to determine an average
longitudinal acceleration at 80 km/h. This acceleration requirement directly corresponds to a traction
force requirement. It should be noted that the acceleration time only servers as an orientation for
deriving an average acceleration or traction force and does not represent a requirement to be achieved.

For the variants in the C segment, the acceleration time is 6 s, in the D segment it declines to 5 s
and in the E segment to 4 s.

In electrical operation, the requirement for the maximum vehicle speed in the C segment is based
on the speed profile of the Worldwide harmonized Light Duty Test Cycle (WLTC). To ensure that the
cycle can be fully completed in electrical operation, a maximum speed of 135 km/h must be reached.
So that vehicles in higher segments differ from those of the C segment, the maximum speed in the D
segment is 145 km/h and 160 km/h in the E segment.

5. Simulation Model

A modular simulation model developed by [1] makes a significant contribution to the results in
this paper. The structure and the essential functionality are explained in this section. Explanations that
are more detailed can be found in [1].

An essential feature of the simulation model is that the calculation of operating points and the
efficiency of drive concepts is coupled with a driving performance calculation. Based on the possible
driving performance, i.e., the delivery maps of a drive train concept, an efficiency calculation can be
carried out in any speed profile. Therefore, the model can be used on the one hand for estimating
driving performance and thus for determining appropriate drive train variants. On the other hand, it
enables the simulation of almost any drive topology in cycle or customer operation.

A schematic structure of the model is shown in Figure 9. Based on driving resistances due to
the vehicle parameters, operating points of the drive train components and energy converters are
calculated backwards through the drive train. Based on efficiency maps of the energy converters, the
vehicle’s energy consumption can be determined.
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Figure 9. Schematic structure of the modular simulation model developed and inspired by [1]. 
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A central component of the model is a modular transmission calculation, which calculates the
associated speeds and torques within the transmission based on all possible operating points of the
energy converters. The calculation has a modular structure so that a wide variety of transmission
concepts can be calculated within a short time with little parameterization effort. In addition to the
calculation of conventional transmissions, it is possible to simulate concepts in which several EM are
integrated into the transmission. This feature is particularly necessary for the simulation of complex
DHT with several EM.

To calculate the transmission losses, two approaches can be selected. In addition to a simplified
approach, which describes the efficiency depending on the output power of the transmission,
mode-specific efficiency maps can be implemented. In this paper, however, the simplified approach is
used to reduce the calculation time.

Two primary energy converters can be positioned outside the transmission. They can be connected
to the transmission module via a launch element. The primary energy converters include ICE, fuel
cells and EM.

In addition to the modules for calculating driving performance and efficiency, driving performance
requirements can be defined. With the help of the performance calculation, it is then possible to
determine which variants of a drive train concept can meet the requirements. Within the scope of
parameter variations, fractional or full factorial scaling plans can be considered.

To select the most efficient operating points, two operation strategy approaches are implemented.
In addition to a globally optimal control strategy, presented in [7,8], there is a locally optimal operating
strategy based on the equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) [9,10]. This local optimal
approach is used in the following considerations.

6. Dimensioning of Electric Motors

The simulation tool described in Section 5 is used to determine powertrain designs that meet
the requirements described in Section 4. For each concept considered in this paper, a range of design
parameters is defined. These include upper limits for the maximum power of the EM. Furthermore,
intervals are defined in which ratios of PGS, the FD or the reduction gears are varied.

The driving performance calculation allows determination of which variants meet the requirements.
The variants whose total EM power is minimal are of particular importance. Designs with a significantly
higher total power are of less importance as they are oversized regarding the requirements. Based on
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the driving performance requirements and the drive train concepts, the above-mentioned relationship
between mechanical and electrical effort can be confirmed. Furthermore, the investigations allow
drawing of conclusions about the suitability of concepts in different vehicle segments.

Figure 10 shows the minimum required power of the EM which is necessary to meet the
requirements. Furthermore, the mechanical effort quantified by a figure, see Section 2, is compared.
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Figure 10. Concept-specific minimal required EM power to meet the driving performance 
requirements in the C, D, and E segment in comparison with the estimated mechanical effort of the 
concepts. 
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speed range since there is a constant gear ratio between ICE and wheel. In case the ICE cannot provide 
enough power to meet the requirement, the serial mode needs to be selected. In this mode, the ICE 
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Figure 10. Concept-specific minimal required EM power to meet the driving performance requirements
in the C, D, and E segment in comparison with the estimated mechanical effort of the concepts.

6.1. Analysis of Total Necessary EM Power for C Segment Requirements

In the C segment, the minimum required EM power for the P2 HEV is 80 kW. Due to the eight
gears of the DCT, the necessary EM power does not result from the requirements in hybrid operation,
but is due to the requirement in electric operation at 80 km/h. Reaching the traction force limit at full
load can also be ruled out as a cause since the first gear already enables a high gear ratio. A power of
80 kW is therefore not required to reach the traction force limit.

The total necessary electrical power of the P1P4 HEV increases to 125 kW. This consists of 15 kW
for the P1-EM and 110 kW for the P4-EM. It should be noted that a power of 15 kW has been defined
for the P1-EM for all variants of the P1P4 and in all segments. Compared to the P2 HEV, the higher
power of the EM results from the fact that there is only a constant gear ratio between EM and wheel
and that the EM can only be separated from the drive train when its speed limit is reached. To reach
the maximum speed in electrical operation, the reduction gear ratio for the EM must not exceed a
certain value. The P4-EM must therefore provide a sufficiently high torque to allow the vehicle to reach
the traction force limit when launching with full load.

The total necessary electrical power in case of the series-parallel DHT increases considerably
compared to the add-on concepts. In total, 270 kW of electrical power must be installed in the drive train
to meet the requirements in the C segment. This high power demand results from the requirements in
hybrid operation when charging the battery. In this case, the concept offers two operating modes. In
parallel mode, the ICE can only provide the required wheel power in a certain speed range since there
is a constant gear ratio between ICE and wheel. In case the ICE cannot provide enough power to meet
the requirement, the serial mode needs to be selected. In this mode, the ICE provides power to drive
the vehicle and EM1, see Figure 10, needs to have a similarly high power to be able to transmit the
power electrically so that EM2 can drive the vehicle. EM2 therefore at least needs to have a power
which is similar to the power of EM1.
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To reach the traction force limit, EM2 must provide a high torque during charging of the battery
in hybrid operation and during electric driving. There is a similar correlation as with the P4-EM, so
that a high torque requirement results in a correspondingly high power for EM2.

The PS-DHT requires a lower total EM power than the series-parallel concept. In the C segment,
a total power of 190 kW is required. In this case, EM1 needs to have a power of 60 kW and EM2 is
required to provide 130 kW. The significantly higher power of EM2 is needed since the traction force
limit must be reached in electric and hybrid operation. Compared to the PS-DHT concept from [4], the
minimum required power of EM1 is higher, since high requirements have been defined for hybrid
operation with simultaneous charging of the battery.

If a 4-speed transmission is added to the PS-DHT, the minimum power required is reduced to
a total amount of 80 kW. This results in an electrical effort comparable to the P2 HEV. The 4-speed
transmission, see Figure 5, allows adjustment of the operating point of the EM2 and the speed of the
ring gear. This reduces the torque required for EM2 to reach the traction force limit. Furthermore, the
speed of the ring gear influences the power flow in power-split mode, so that the power of EM1 can
also be reduced.

The required power of the EM of the MM-DHT with two PGS increases to 120 kW. Compared to
the PS-DHT, the power is 70 kW lower. Due to a higher number of possible operating modes, including
two power-split eCVT modes and a parallel mode, more degrees of freedom are available in hybrid
operation when the battery is discharged.

The MM-DHT with three PGS requires as much electrical power as the P2 HEV and the PS-DHT
with 4-speed transmission. By increasing the number of available operating modes, including four
eCVT modes and three parallel modes, it is possible to install a lower total electrical power than in the
similar concept with two PGS.

It can be concluded that with the EM maps used and the requirements applied, the minimum
electrical power required in the C segment is 80 kW.

6.2. Analysis of Total Necessary EM Power for D and E Segment Requirements

Due to the higher requirements in the D segment, the total electrical power required for all
concepts increases. However, a comparison between the concepts shows that the increase differs
among the concepts. For example, the P2 HEV’s and the P1P4 HEV’s output increases by 20 kW. It
should be noted that the increase for the P1P4 HEV only affects the P4-EM, as it was specified that the
P1-EM should have an output of 15 kW in all segments.

A higher increase results in case of the series-parallel DHT. For this concept, the electrical effort
increases by 80 kW to 350 kW. This corresponds to an increase of approx. 29.6%. On the one hand, the
increase in power can be explained by the higher traction force limit due to the vehicle parameters. On
the other hand, the increased electrical power requirement results from hybrid operation when the
battery is charged. In this case, only the ICE is available as a power source. The power provided by
the ICE is received by EM1, see Figure 3. As a result of this dependency, the power of EM1 is directly
dependent on the power of the ICE.

The power of EM1 is also dependent on the power of the ICE in case of the PS-DHT. When
charging the battery with low power, however, a portion of the power provided by the ICE can be
transferred mechanically to the wheel. Therefore, the EM1 of the PS-DHT does not have to receive the
maximum power of the ICE. As a result, the total electrical power required for the PS-DHT increases
by approx. 21% compared to the C segment. The total required power of the EM is 230 kW.

The 4-speed transmission allows adjustment of the operating point of EM2 and the speed of
the ring gear. This reduces the total electrical power required compared to the PS-DHT without a
multi-speed transmission. Therefore, in hybrid operation with discharged battery less power must be
transmitted via the EM in the case of split power mode, which directly reduces the power requirement
of the EM. As a result of this, an electrical effort of 100 kW is required in the D segment.
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A total electrical power demand of 140 kW results for the MM-DHT with two PGS in the D
segment. Compared to the C segment the increase of approx. 16.7% is lower. In comparison to the
PS-DHT, less electrical power is required because two eCVT modes and one parallel mode are available.

If the MM-DHT with two PGS is supplemented by an additional PGS, 100 kW of electrical power
are required in the D segment. As in the C segment, this concept has a similar electrical effort as the P2
HEV and the PS-DHT with 4-speed transmission.

In the E segment, the total electrical power required for all concepts increases as a result of
increased requirements. The P2 HEV, PS-DHT with 4-speed transmission, and MM-DHT with three
PGS continue to have the lowest electrical effort. However, there are slight differences between these
concepts in the E segment. The total necessary EM power for the series-parallel DHT increases to
580 kW. The relative increase is even higher for the PS-DHT, but with 440 kW less electrical power is
required in total. Compared to the PS-DHT, the required EM power of the MM-DHT with two PGS in
the E segment increases to a comparatively lower value of 170 kW.

6.3. Relationship between Mechanical and Electrical Effort

In addition to the total electrical power required, Figure 10 shows an estimate of the mechanical
effort for the considered concepts. If this is compared with the required electrical power, a correlation
between electrical and mechanical effort is shown.

The results show that the concepts with high mechanical effort require a comparatively low
electrical effort in all vehicle segments. The P2 hybrid has a mechanical effort of 11 and is the concept
with the second highest mechanical complexity according to the estimation used in this paper. In all
segments, the P2 HEV requires the lowest total electrical power.

Due to the additionally driven rear axle, the mechanical effort of the P1P4 HEV rises to 13.
Compared to the P2 HEV, a higher overall EM power is required in all segments. Therefore, no linear
relationship between the mechanical effort and the electric effort can be shown. However, a clear trend
can be identified based on the results. For future considerations, however, a different parameter should
be used to estimate the mechanical effort to be able to describe a clearer relationship.

The PS-DHT with 4-speed transmission and the MM-DHT with three PGS also are concepts with
a high mechanical effort. Each of these concepts is a mechanically more complex variant of a basic
concept. In the C and D segment, they have a similarly low necessary EM power as the P2 HEV, but
with lower mechanical effort. Although there are differences in the E segment, the overall EM power is
significantly lower compared to the other concepts with lower mechanical complexity.

If the mechanical effort of the concepts is significantly reduced, the required power of the EM
increases significantly. Both the series-parallel DHT and the PS-DHT have a comparatively simple
design with a mechanical effort of 4. At the same time, these concepts require the highest EM power
compared to the other concepts. The difference is particularly high in the E segment.

6.4. Application of Powertrain Concepts in Different Vehicle Segments

Based on the results in Figure 10, it can be concluded which concepts should be used in which
vehicle segment. For this purpose, the ratio of electrical and mechanical effort can provide a helpful
orientation. It should be noted that the assessment of the suitability of drive train concepts in different
segments depends on the underlying requirements to a considerable extent. For example, a reduction
of the requirements in hybrid operation while charging the battery would lead to significantly reduced
EM power. Especially concepts with low mechanical effort would benefit from this. Nevertheless, it
can be expected that mechanically complex concepts would still have the lowest power demand for
electrical power.

However, based on the driving performance requirements in this paper, the use of the concepts
for segments C, D, and E can be assessed.

The E segment shows considerable differences between the total electrical power required by the
concepts. The largest difference with 440 kW is between the P2 HEV and the series-parallel DHT. The
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difference between P2 HEV and PS-DHT is 300 kW. In comparison to the MM-DHT with two PGS, the
difference decreases to 130 kW. This leads to the conclusion that the series-parallel DHT as well as
the PS-DHT in the E segment do not represent the most favorable solutions. For the MM-DHT with
two PGS it is shown that the electrical effort can be reduced considerably compared to concepts with
higher complexity. Thus, the required power output decreases by 120 kW in case of the MM-DHT
with three PGS and by 100 kW in case of the PS-DHT with 4-speed transmission if the mechanical
effort is increased by 3. Therefore, it can be concluded that the MM-DHT with two PGS should not be
used in the E segment either. Instead, concepts with a mechanical complexity of 9 or higher represent
promising solutions.

In the D segment, the series-parallel DHT as well as the PS-DHT require significantly lower EM
power compared to the E segment. However, regarding a good compromise between electrical and
mechanical effort, other concepts lead to a better solution. Compared to the PS-DHT, the electrical
effort of the MM-DHT with two PGS is reduced by almost 100 kW with a moderate increase of the
mechanical complexity. This leads to the conclusion that the MM-DHT with two PGS is a better concept
than the PS-DHT and the series-parallel DHT in the D segment. Concepts that are mechanically more
complex have a lower electrical power requirement. To be able to assess the applicability with sufficient
quality in these cases, further criteria such as costs or required installation space need to be taken
into consideration.

Compared to the D segment, the difference between the series-parallel DHT and the PS-DHT is
similarly large in the C segment. The difference in the D segment between the series-parallel DHT
compared to the P2 hybrid is about 338%, while in the C segment it is 350%. For PS-DHT, there are
relative differences of 230% in the D segment and about 238% in the C segment. Although the difference
between the concepts is similar, the absolute required power decreases, so that the series-parallel DHT
should not be excluded from application in the C segment. However, it becomes apparent that the
PS-DHT as well as the MM-DHT with two PGS represent a better compromise between mechanical
and electrical effort. For the mechanically more complex concepts, less clear statements can be made,
since although a low total electrical power is required, criteria such as cost, scalability, or modularity
play an important role and are not considered in this paper.

7. Benchmark Analysis

The approach described in Section 6 allows identification of the minimal required EM power which
needs to be installed in the considered concepts to meet the performance requirements. Furthermore,
the simulation model provides requirement-compliant transmission ratios, which are varied within a
parameter variation. The gear ratios include the FD ratio for the P2 and P1P4 hybrids. In the case of
the series-parallel DHT, the gear ratios of the reduction gear for EM2 and the FD are varied. In case of
the PS-DHT and MM-DHT concepts, the PGS ratios, the gear ratio of the FD and, if available, the gear
ratio of the reduction gear for EM2 are varied.

For the concepts considered in this paper, the parameter variations result in a high number of
different drive train variants. These can differ from each other in terms of driving performance and
efficiency. To be able to make a statement which concepts and which dimensioning represent promising
solutions, the concepts are compared with each other with regard to their driving performance in
hybrid operation and in electric operation as well as their efficiency in charge sustaining operation.

The analysis of the minimum required EM power shows that all considered concepts require
a low electrical effort in the C segment compared to higher segments. Additionally, the differences
between the concepts are smaller than in the D or E segment. Therefore, the question arises whether a
high mechanical effort should be realized in the C segment to reduce the required electrical power.
By comparing the driving performance and efficiency, it can be analyzed whether a high mechanical
complexity results in advantages regarding driving performance and efficiency. Furthermore, the
results can indicate whether concepts with high electrical effort should not be used in the C segment.
For these reasons, the following considerations are limited to the results of the C segment.
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To compare the efficiency of the concepts, the CO2 emissions in the WLTC for charge sustaining
operation are calculated. During charge sustaining operation, it is ensured that the state of charge
(SOC) of the battery is almost identical at the beginning and end of the cycle to allow a fair comparison
of the concepts. To evaluate the driving performance, the acceleration times from 0 km/h to 100 km/h
in hybrid as well as in electric operation are calculated. For these calculations, the simulation model
presented in Section 5 is used. A locally optimal operating strategy based on the ECMS is used.

Since it can be assumed that realistic drive trains are not over-dimensioned with regard to their
driving performance requirements, variants that are in the range of the minimum required total
electrical power are selected for the concept comparison. Table 7 shows the selected EM power for
all concepts.

Table 7. EM-specific and total EM power selected for C segment drive train concepts.

Drive Train Concept PEM1 (kW) PEM2 (kW) Total EM Power (kW)

P2 HEV 80 - 80

P1P4 HEV 15 110–120 125–135

Series-parallel DHT 110 160–170 270–280

PS-DHT 60–70 130–140 190–210

PS-DHT + 4-speed transmission 40 40 80

MM-DHT – 2 PGS 50–60 80–90 120

MM-DHT – 3 PGS 40 40–50 80–90

In addition to the driving performance and the efficiency of the concepts, this article also evaluates
the conversion quality defined by [11]. The concepts are compared regarding this benchmark parameter.
Based on these results, important concept-specific properties are identified.

7.1. Analysis of Efficiency in WLTC and Driving Performance

In this section, the concepts in the C segment are compared regarding their efficiency in charge
sustaining operation in the WLTC as well as their hybrid and electric driving performance. In hybrid
operation, a distinction is made between driving performance with fully charged and discharged
battery. In this case, the SOC-neutral CO2 emissions are not affected by the battery’s state of charge,
since the simulation ensures a SOC of 50% at the beginning and end of the cycle.

7.1.1. Evaluation of Efficiency and Driving Performance in Hybrid Driving while Discharging the
Battery

The simulation results in case the battery can be discharged are shown in Figure 11. It should be
noted that the emissions in charge sustaining mode do not correspond to the combined CO2 emissions,
since the electrical energy consumption must also be analyzed and weighted to determine the combined
CO2 emissions.

The P2 HEV variants achieve acceleration times of approx. 6.4 s from 0 km/h to 100 km/h in
hybrid operation while the battery is discharged. Furthermore, CO2 emissions of about 111 g/km to
111.6 g/km are achieved. Compared to the other concepts, the P2 HEV variants achieve both good
acceleration times and low CO2 emissions.

As a result of electrifying the rear axle with a P4-EM with an output of 110 kW or 120 kW,
considerably lower acceleration times can be achieved due to the electric all-wheel drive. Depending
on the power of the EM on the rear axle, the variants achieve acceleration times in a range between 4.1
s and 4.4 s. Thus, the difference compared to the P2 HEV is about 2 s or 2.3 s. It should be noted that
the simulation model allows a serial power flow in case of full-load acceleration for the P1P4 hybrid. If
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the front axle of the vehicle reaches the traction force limit, the P1-EM can transmit excess torque to the
P4-EM positioned on the rear axle.
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drive train concepts compliant with C segment requirements.

In contrast to the P2 HEV, however, the CO2 emissions of the variants of the P1P4 concept are
significantly higher. Depending on the dimensioning, the emissions range between 115 g/km and 118.5
g/km. The higher CO2 emissions result from the fact that the P4-EM, which can be used during electric
operation, is connected to the wheel via a constant gear ratio. Therefore, the operating point of the EM
cannot be changed by a gearshift during electric driving or recuperation. In addition, due to its lower
power output than the P2 HEV, the P1-EM allows the load point of the ICE to be increased to a lesser
extent. This can have a less positive effect on the efficiency of the ICE. Furthermore, operating states
may occur in which the load point of the ICE is increased via the P4-EM on the rear axle, which may
result in high transmission losses.

With the series-parallel DHT, hybrid operation shows a comparatively good acceleration time of
approx. 5.9 s due to the powerful EM. This means that all variants of this concept reach the traction
force limit up to at least 100 km/h.

However, the variants of the concept show high differences in CO2 emissions. They range between
113 g/km and 117.1 g/km. The transmission ratio between the ICE and the wheel has a major influence,
since with increasing the gear ratio, the ICE is operated at higher speeds and lower torques. As a
result, a higher amount of load point increase is carried out to improve ICE efficiency. The energy
obtained by load point increase must later be used for electric driving or load point decrease to ensure
SOC neutrality. The energy available for electrical operation is therefore generated under high losses
compared to energy gained from recuperation. Thus, the CO2 emissions are increased. Furthermore,
the high power of the EM has a negative effect on CO2 emissions as well. Due to the high power,
the EM are operated at a low average power and thus at low efficiencies. As a result, their efficiency
during electric driving and recuperation is lower compared to other concepts. This means that fewer
driving situations can be covered in electric operation.

Compared to the series-parallel concept, the acceleration times of the PS-DHT variants increase.
Depending on the variant, acceleration times between approx. 6.1 s and 6.3 s are possible. In contrast
to the series-parallel DHT, the driving performance is slightly reduced, because EM2 has a lower
maximum power and torque. Therefore, the variants of the PS-DHT do not reach the traction force
limit up to speeds of 100 km/h.
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The CO2 emissions of the PS-DHT are between approx. 115.7 g/km and 117.5 g/km. Therefore, the
PS-DHT has a lower efficiency in WTLC compared to the series-parallel DHT. Although the ICE can
operate at high efficiencies due to the eCVT mode, the powertrain efficiency during electric driving
and during recuperation is lower compared to the series-parallel DHT. This means that less electrical
energy is available from recuperation in the traction phase and a higher amount of energy is required
for electric driving. This means that the ICE operates more frequently and must provide additional
energy by increasing the load point. In addition, powerful EM are necessary for the PS-DHT to meet
the driving performance requirements. Thus, they operate at low average loads and have a low
average efficiency.

If the PS-DHT is supplemented by a 4-speed transmission, the driving performance and CO2

emissions are reduced. The variants achieve acceleration times between 6.3 s and 6.6 s and CO2

emissions between 110.2 g/km and 111 g/km. Due to the lower total electrical power of the EM,
the acceleration time increases slightly compared to the PS-DHT. However, four electrical and four
power-split operating modes allow adaptation of the operating points of the energy converters to
the driving situation. Especially in hybrid operation, this leads to the fact that less power of the
ICE must be transmitted via the electrical branch by adjusting the speed of the ring gear. This
increases the transmission efficiency and reduces CO2 emissions. Furthermore, the efficiency of the
EM in both traction and thrust phase is positively influenced, which also has a positive effect on
energy consumption.

The variants of the MM-DHT with two PGS achieve acceleration times between 6.3 s and 7.1
s in hybrid operation. This results in similar driving performance as the PS-DHT with a 4-speed
transmission or P2 HEV.

Due to an additional eCVT mode and a parallel mode, the MM-DHT concept with two PGS
achieves lower CO2 emissions than the PS-DHT. Although the transmission losses are higher because
the concept is mechanically more complex, the additional degrees of freedom regarding the choice of
operating points have a positive effect on efficiency. This results in CO2 emissions between 111.2g/km
and 114.2g/km. Compared to the P2 HEV, the CO2 emissions are similarly good.

If the MM-DHT concept is enhanced by an additional PGS, the driving performance and efficiency
are reduced compared to the concept with two PGS. The acceleration times are in a range between 6.6s
and 7.3s and the CO2 emissions are between 109.4 g/km and 111.8 g/km. Compared to the concept
with two PGS, the number of operating modes increases, so that more efficient operating points of
the energy converters can be selected in WLTC. On the one hand, the concept offers four modes in
electrical operation in contrast to the concept with two PGS with two modes. On the other hand, more
degrees of freedom are also available in hybrid operation with three parallel and four eCVT modes.

The results in Figure 11 show that mechanically complex concepts offer a higher efficiency
in the C segment due to additional operating modes. At the same time, they show only slightly
increased acceleration times compared to concepts with more powerful EM. Therefore, the concepts
P2, MM-DHT with two PGS, PS-DHT with 4-speed transmission and MM-DHT with three PGS offer a
better compromise in terms of performance and efficiency in hybrid operation. A higher mechanical
complexity leads to a better efficiency.

However, it should be noted that the differences in efficiency and driving performance are small.
For example, the best variants of the series-parallel DHT have good CO2 emissions, which are about
1.7 g/km to 2 g/km higher than the best variants of P2 HEV or MM-DHT with two PGS. In addition, the
concepts have to meet high performance requirements in hybrid operation. For example, the concepts
must reach the traction force limit between 0 km/h and 10 km/h even when loaded, while the battery is
being charged or the vehicle is driven purely electrically. This leads to a comparatively high total EM
power for the PS-DHT and the series-parallel DHT, see Section 6. Due to the high requirements, these
two concepts show a lower efficiency and driving performance. It can be assumed that different results
are obtained if the driving performance requirements are reduced.
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Furthermore, other important factors such as the required installation space and the costs influence
the evaluation of the drive concepts. As these two important variables are not considered in this paper,
the concepts are only assessed in terms of efficiency and driving performance.

7.1.2. Comparison of Efficiency in Hybrid Driving and Driving Performance in Electric Operation

In addition to the driving performance in hybrid operation, this paper also examines the driving
performance in electric operation. Figure 12 shows the CO2 emissions in hybrid operation versus the
acceleration time from 0 km/h to 100 km/h in electric operation.
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It can be seen that concepts with a high total electrical power achieve lower acceleration times in
electrical operation. The variants of the PS-DHT and series-parallel DHT have acceleration times of
approx. 6 s to 6.5 s, as the EM have total outputs of 170 kW–190 kW and 270 kW–290 kW, respectively.
It should be noted that the variants of the PS-DHT have lower acceleration times, although less EM
power is installed. The reason for this is that with the PS-DHT, both EM can drive the vehicle in electric
mode because of the OWC between the ICE and PGS. In contrast, in series-parallel DHT only the EM2
can drive the vehicle.

The lower the power available in electrical operation, the higher the acceleration time. Therefore,
the acceleration time of the MM-DHT with two PGS is between 6.6 s and 7.5 s. In addition, the results
show that two different total EM powers are considered. In case of the P1P4 concept, the acceleration
time increases to 7.9 s or 8.4 s. For mechanically more complex concepts, EM powers of 80 kW to 90
kW are required. For the P2 hybrid, this results in an acceleration time of about 10.1 s. For the PS-DHT
with 4-speed transmission, the acceleration time increases to 9.8 s to 10.3 s. The largest differences
are found in the MM-DHT with three PGS. The variants of this concept achieve acceleration times
between 9.7 s and 11 s.

In comparison to hybrid operation with a charged battery, these acceleration times therefore differ
by approx. 3.1 s in case of the MM-DHT with three PGS and 3.8 s for the P2 HEV. For the P1P4 the
difference is also 3.8 s. Furthermore, the difference is considerably smaller for the mechanically simple
concepts with high total electrical power. The MM-DHT with two PGS offers a good compromise
between the acceleration time in hybrid operation and in electrical operation. For this concept, the
acceleration time in electrical operation is 0.5 s higher.
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The results in Figure 12 therefore show that the mechanically complex concepts have lower driving
performance in electrical operation than the concepts with a simpler mechanical design because of their
lower total electrical power. However, it should be noted that no requirement regarding the acceleration
time was specified for electrical operation. In this case, it can be assumed that the mechanically more
complex concepts would achieve this acceleration time with a lower total electrical power.

7.1.3. Comparison of Hybrid Driving Performance with Charged and Discharged Battery

In addition to electrical operation, the consistency of the acceleration behavior also plays a role
in the evaluation of the concepts. Therefore, the concepts in this section are examined regarding the
difference between charged and discharged battery in hybrid operation. For this purpose, Figure 13
shows the corresponding acceleration times from 0 km/h to 100 km/h. A solid black line shows the
range of equal driving performance with fully charged and discharged battery in hybrid mode. To
the right of this line, the driving performance is better with a discharged battery than with a charged
battery. Furthermore, isolines indicate a constant time difference between the operation with charged
and discharged battery.
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charging or discharging the battery.

The highest difference between hybrid operation with charged and discharged battery occurs in
case of the P1P4 HEV. At high SOC, additional drive power is available at the rear axle of the vehicle
resulting in a good traction potential. However, in case of a low SOC, drive power is only available at
the front axle. Thus, the difference in acceleration time is more than 4 s. Therefore, the concept has
disadvantages regarding the similarity of driving performance. Furthermore, Figure 13 shows that
some variants of the P1P4 HEV have a shorter acceleration time at low SOC than the variants of the P2
HEV. This is due to the possibility to transfer a part of the drive power in series mode to the rear axle
of the vehicle. The P1-EM works as a generator, while the P4-EM can provide its power at the rear axle
with losses. In the low speed range, when the traction force limit of the front axle is reached, the P1P4
concept can thus offer advantages over the P2 HEV.

A smaller difference results in case of the series-parallel DHT and the PS-DHT. Their acceleration
times differ by more than 3 s and less than 4 s. The P2 hybrid can be rated slightly better. A disadvantage
of the series-parallel DHT is that the drive power of the ICE must be transmitted in series mode in
a certain speed range, depending on the gear ratio between ICE and wheel. This can result in high
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conversion losses, so that the transmission efficiency declines and less drive power is available at
the wheel.

A slightly better compromise than P2 HEV is offered by the MM-DHT variants with two PGS.
With this concept the difference in acceleration time of the hybrid operation at high and low SOC is less
than 3 s. Compared to the PS-DHT, the two eCVT modes as well as the parallel mode have a positive
effect on the acceleration time, since less drive power has to be transmitted via the EM. This means that
a higher proportion of the drive power is transmitted to the wheel mechanically, resulting in lower
power losses.

If additional mechanical components are added to the PS-DHT, the difference between high and
low SOC is reduced. The 4-speed transmission enables transmission of a higher share of the drive
power mechanically in eCVT mode, resulting in shorter acceleration times compared to the PS-DHT.
For the MM-DHT with two PGS there are similar acceleration times and differences between the two
states of charge.

The lowest difference in acceleration time is shown by the MM-DHT variants with three PGS.
Depending on the dimensioning, the difference is slightly higher than 2 s and in the best case only
about 1.5 s. Since this concept offers the highest number of operating modes, the difference in driving
performance is the lowest.

The results in Figure 13 therefore lead to the conclusion that the increase in mechanical effort in
the transmission leads to less difference in driving performance in hybrid operation at high and low
SOC. The additional operating modes provided by additional mechanical components can lead to a
higher share of the drive power provided by the ICE being transferred mechanically to the wheel,
resulting in better driving performance at low SOC. As a result, the difference in hybrid operation is
lower and the driving performance is better. It should be noted that the MM-DHT with three PGS
and the PS-DHT with 4-speed transmission offer better performance in comparison to the P2 HEV in
case of a low SOC. This is due to the four eCVT modes offered by both concepts. Compared to the P2
HEV with 8-speed DCT, they provide better adaptation to the traction force hyperbola, resulting in
lower acceleration times. In addition, there are variants of the MM-DHT with two PGS, which offer
advantages compared to the P2 HEV.

An increase in performance in hybrid operation at low SOC would only be possible in concepts
with low mechanical effort if the EM could achieve better efficiencies or if the ICE offered a higher
maximum power.

It should be noted that no explicit requirements were made for a small difference in acceleration
times. In this case, the required total electrical power of the concepts would differ from the results
shown in this paper.

7.2. Evaluation of Conversion Quality and Transmission Efficiency

For further evaluation of the concepts in hybrid operation, the average transmission efficiency
and the average conversion quality in WLTC are calculated. The conversion quality is introduced
in [11] and describes the ratio of the theoretical optimum efficiency of the ICE to the actual efficiency of
the ICE. The parameter thus describes the ability of a transmission to operate an energy converter at its
power-specific optimum efficiency.

Figure 14 shows the average conversion quality and the average transmission efficiency in hybrid
operation in the WLTC. There are differences between add-on hybrid concepts and DHT on the one
hand and between mechanically simple and complex concepts on the other hand.
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Figure 14. Comparison of average conversion quality of the ICE and average transmission efficiency in
hybrid operation in WLTC.

The variants of the PS-DHT achieve very good transmission efficiencies of around 97% in hybrid
operation. A positive effect is that the transmission is mechanically simple, so that mechanical losses are
low. In addition to a good transmission efficiency, all variants of the PS-DHT achieve high conversion
qualities of over 99.5%. This is due to the eCVT operating mode, which allows infinite variation of the
transmission ratio, so that the ICE can operate at its power-specific optimum efficiency operating point.

Compared to the PS-DHT, the variants of the series-parallel DHT have lower transmission
efficiencies in hybrid operation. Although this concept also has a simple mechanical design and thus
low mechanical losses, the EM are much more powerful. Since the conversion losses in the EM are
taken into account in the transmission efficiency in case of serial operation, the efficiency is lower
compared to the variants of the PS-DHT. In addition, the transmission efficiency in hybrid operation
depends on the wheel power in which the hybrid operation occurs. It is thus possible that hybrid
operation in case of PS-DHT takes place at higher wheel power, whereby the transmission efficiency
tends to be better, since load-independent losses cause a smaller share of the losses.

In contrast to the PS-DHT, the variants of the series-parallel DHT have lower conversion qualities
in hybrid operation. Compared to the other concepts, there are greater differences. In the best case, the
conversion quality is over 99.5% and in the worst case less than 97.5%. This variation results from
the scaling of the FD ratios. An increase in the FD ratio leads to a lower conversion quality, since the
ICE is operated at higher speeds and lower torques due to the constant gear ratio to the wheel. Thus,
load point increase of the ICE is necessary to increase the efficiency of the ICE. Since the load point
increase does not lead to an increased efficiency in all areas, the average conversion quality decreases.
Furthermore, an increase in the FD ratio means that lower speeds can be achieved in parallel mode.
Therefore, there may be variants in which the serial mode must be selected at high speeds. Since in
serial mode both the speed and the torque of the ICE can be chosen freely, the conversion quality is
positively influenced in serial mode.

Compared to the mechanically simple DHT, the P2 HEV and P1P4 HEV add-on hybrids achieve
lower average transmission efficiency. In case of the P2 HEV it is over 94% and in case of the P1P4 it is
around 93.5%. The reason for this is that mechanical losses are higher due to the more complex design.

Regarding the average conversion quality, there are greater differences. The P2 HEV variants
achieve similarly good conversion qualities as PS-DHT of over 99.5%. On the one hand, the combination
of gear ratios and ICE efficiency map has a positive effect on the conversion quality. On the other hand,
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with the P2 HEV it is possible to operate the ICE in more favorable efficiency ranges by increasing the
load point.

In contrast, the extent of load point increase is limited for the P1P4 HEV. On the one hand, the
P1-EM only has a power of 15 kW. On the other hand, the load point increase via the P4-EM is associated
with high losses. For this reason, the FD ratio of the P1P4 HEV variants also has a strong influence on
the average conversion quality. As with the series-parallel DHT, an increase of the FD ratio leads to a
reduction of the conversion quality of the ICE.

A good compromise between conversion quality and transmission efficiency in hybrid operation
is offered by the mechanically complex DHT. The variants of the MM-DHT with two PGS achieve
transmission efficiencies between approx. 95% and 96.1% in hybrid operation with conversion qualities
of 98.7% to 99.6%. With a higher mechanical complexity as with the MM-DHT with three PGS,
the transmission efficiency declines to a range between 94.6% and 95.3%. However, the number
of operating modes gained through the higher mechanical complexity leads to an increase in the
conversion quality compared to the MM-DHT with two PGS. It lies between approx. 98.7% and 99.7%.

The extension of the PS-DHT by a 4-speed transmission has a negative effect on the average
transmission efficiency in hybrid operation. It lies between 94.6% and 95% and is significantly lower
than in case of the PS-DHT. The conversion quality is also reduced compared to the PS-DHT. However,
it is still high with about 99.3% to 99.7%. It should be noted that the local optimal operation strategy
approach always achieves an optimal compromise between high conversion quality of the ICE and
low losses in the EM. Therefore, a lower conversion quality of the ICE does not directly lead to higher
CO2 emissions, see Figure 11.

The results in Figure 14 show characteristic differences between different types of hybrid
transmission concepts. For example, mechanically simple DHT such as PS-DHT or series-parallel DHT
in hybrid operation show very high transmission efficiencies. The concepts have a low mechanical
complexity, so that mechanical losses are reduced. In addition to a high transmission efficiency, these
concepts can achieve high conversion qualities of over 99%. However, as the minimum required
total EM power in Figure 10 shows, powerful EM are necessary. DHT with increased mechanical
complexity have lower transmission efficiencies in hybrid operation, but these concepts can achieve
comparably high conversion qualities as mechanically simpler concepts, so that with reduced total EM
power, lower CO2 emissions are achieved in SOC-neutral operation. Therefore, especially MM-DHT
are a good solution. Although add-on-HEV concepts can also achieve high conversion qualities, their
transmission efficiency is lower due to the higher mechanical effort.

8. Summary

The electrification of the drive train creates considerable degrees of freedom in the design of
drive trains. Depending on the number and positioning of EM, there may be significant differences
regarding the topology and functionality of the concepts. On the one hand, additional EM can
supplement conventional drive trains. Common solutions to add-on concepts are P2 HEV as well as
electrified all-wheel drive systems such as P1P4 HEV. In addition, it is also possible to implement DHT.
These transmissions are dedicated to HEV and allow different operating modes than parallel hybrids.
Depending on the structure, DHT can be of varying complexity.

In this paper, various powertrain concepts, which differ in their design and operating modes, are
examined. These include parallel hybrids, series-parallel DHT, PS-DHT, and MM-DHT with different
mechanical complexity. In this paper, the concepts are briefly described regarding their structure and
operating modes. Furthermore, the mechanical complexity of the concepts is estimated and quantified
by considering mechanically relevant components.

To compare powertrain concepts driving performance requirements in different speed ranges are
defined for a C, D, and E segment vehicle. These include reaching the traction force limit in the low
speed range, requirements in the medium speed range, which are quantified by boost or charge power,
and maximum speed requirements.
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A comparatively small number of requirements is defined to allow for short computing times
while at the same time allowing for a high number of powertrain variants. Therefore, a full factorial
scaling plan can be used so that the system behavior can be identified.

The consideration of different speed ranges also ensures that the delivery maps of the concepts
match realistic demand maps of the drive concepts.

The requirements are defined for different drive train states to take into account the interaction of
ICE and battery. In hybrid operation, a distinction is made as to whether the battery can be discharged
or needs to be charged. In addition, requirements for electrical operation are defined.

Using a modular simulation environment described in this paper, variants that meet the
requirements can be identified based on a driving performance simulation. Differences arise especially
regarding the required EM power. This differs between the segments, since the tractive forces resulting
from the requirements depend on vehicle and drive train parameters. Furthermore, concept-specific
differences regarding the required EM power are analyzed. This electrical effort is compared to the
quantified mechanical effort.

The results show that a reduction in the number of mechanical components requires comparatively
high EM power. Responsible for this is a constant gear ratio between the EM, which in most situations
operates as a motor. This EM must, on the one hand, reach the maximum speed of the vehicle in hybrid
operation and, on the other hand, enable reaching the traction force limit both in hybrid operation and
electric driving. Therefore, this EM must have a comparatively high torque and thus a high power
output. In addition, due to their structure, the concepts with low mechanical effort must transmit a
high share of the drive power electrically. In case of the series-parallel DHT, the serial mode must be
selected in a certain speed range when the battery is discharged. In this case, the drive power is only
provided by the ICE and transmitted via both EM. Depending on the gear ratio, the PS-DHT also needs
to transmit a certain share of the drive power via the EM. The fact that an EM must receive the power
of the ICE and therefore operate as a generator results in a dependency on the maximum power of
the ICE.

For these reasons, the required EM power of the mechanical simple concepts increases distinctly
with higher vehicle segments or higher requirements. In these cases, an increase in the mechanical
complexity of the transmission is advisable. Additional components allow transmission of higher
shares of the drive power mechanically, which can reduce the required EM power. In addition, several
gears may be available for the EM, which is usually operating as a motor. Mechanically complex
concepts are therefore better suited for use in higher vehicle segments. Depending on the segment and
the EM used, they do not require significantly more EM power than concepts with one EM, such as
P2 HEV.

The comparison of the required EM power shows that in the C segment there are the least
differences between the drive concepts. For this reason, hybrid operation is examined within a
benchmark analysis. This paper focuses on efficiency and performance since both costs and the
required installation space can only be evaluated with comparably high uncertainty in early concept
phases. To assess the efficiency, the SOC-neutral CO2 emissions in the WTLC are considered. To
compare the driving performance, the acceleration time from 0 km/h to 100 km/h for hybrid operation
and electric driving is analyzed. The results show that mechanically complex concepts offer a good
compromise between driving performance and efficiency in hybrid operation. On the one hand, they
achieve low CO2 emissions. On the other hand, they show small differences between the acceleration
times of hybrid operation with charged and discharged battery.

In contrast, the CO2 emissions of the mechanically simpler concepts increase. Regarding hybrid
operation, they therefore do not represent more attractive solutions in the context of these investigations.
However, it should be noted that due to the higher electrical power, the driving performance in electric
operation increases. In addition, there are only minor differences in the acceleration time during hybrid
operation with a charged battery and electric operation.
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To be able to derive concept-specific properties, the average transmission efficiency and the
conversion quality in the WLTC are also investigated in hybrid operation. The results show
that mechanically simple concepts such as PS-DHT or series-parallel DHT can provide both good
transmission efficiency and high conversion quality. However, the PS-DHT offers advantages due to
the eCVT mode and can achieve higher conversion qualities.

With mechanically more complex DHT such as MM-DHT with two or three PGS or a PS-DHT with
a 4-speed transmission, the average transmission efficiency and conversion quality decline slightly.
Compared to the mechanically simpler concepts, however, considerably less electrical power must be
installed in the drive train. Therefore, these concepts offer the best compromise between transmission
efficiency and conversion quality.

The results also show that the considered parallel hybrids have the lowest average transmission
efficiencies in hybrid operation. In case of the P2 HEV, however, a very high conversion quality can be
achieved with lower required EM power.
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